LIST OF DIAGRAMS

D.1  : Preference : Priority basis
D.2  : Top level support: Efforts of librarian
D.3  : Cost of print journals
D.4  : Cost of electronic journals
D.5  : Use of search strategy
D.6  : Barriers in using e-journals
D.7  : Awareness of e-journals
D.8  : Purpose of e-journals
D.9  : Teachers
D.10 : Research scholars
D.11 : Students
D.12 : Total users
D.13 : Teachers
D.14 : Research scholars
D.15 : Students
D.16 : Total respondents
D.17 : Teachers
D.18 : Research scholars
D.19 : Students
D.20 : Total respondents
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<td>D.35</td>
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<td>D.36</td>
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D.60 : Reasons of no-preference to e-journals
D.61 : E-journals not preferred
D.62 : Consortia package
D.63 : Repository creation
D.64 : Repository in libraries
D.65 : Frequency in teaching programmes
D.66 : Training programmes in libraries
D.67 : Problems in subscribing journals
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D.69 : Selection policies of libraries
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